Objective To extract physician-asserted drug side effects from electronic medical record clinical narratives. Materials and methods Pattern matching rules were manually developed through examining keywords and expression patterns of side effects to discover an individual side effect and causative drug relationship. A combination of machine learning (C4.5) using side effect keyword features and pattern matching rules was used to extract sentences that contain side effect and causative drug pairs, enabling the system to discover most side effect occurrences. Our system was implemented as a module within the clinical Text Analysis and Knowledge Extraction System. Results The system was tested in the domain of psychiatry and psychology. The rule-based system extracting side effects and causative drugs produced an F score of 0.80 (0.55 excluding allergy section). The hybrid system identifying side effect sentences had an F score of 0.75 (0.56 excluding allergy section) but covered more side effect and causative drug pairs than individual side effect extraction. Discussion The rule-based system was able to identify most side effects expressed by clear indication words. More sophisticated semantic processing is required to handle complex side effect descriptions in the narrative. We demonstrated that our system can be trained to identify sentences with complex side effect descriptions that can be submitted to a human expert for further abstraction. Conclusion Our system was able to extract most physician-asserted drug side effects. It can be used in either an automated mode for side effect extraction or semi-automated mode to identify side effect sentences that can significantly simplify abstraction by a human expert.
INTRODUCTION
Patients' drug histories and responses to drugs are critical information for future medical treatment. In particular, the detection of drug side effects is tightly linked to patient safety and pharmacovigilance. The early detection of side effects is critical to ensure patient population safety and has led to the implementation of post marketing drug safety surveillance (phase IV of clinical trials). From a preventive point of view, the tracking of a patient's drug intake along with the associated side effects advances further individualized medicine and the identification of genetic markers of drug metabolism and toxicity. 1 Manual chart review is the traditional method for collecting side effects information. However, it is too time-consuming and effort-intensive to be practical for routine or particularly large-scale use. Thus, the detection of adverse drug events (ADEs) by informatics techniques has been widely studied, with varied definitions and methodologies. 2 3 Hospital voluntary reporting systems have not been entirely effective for ADE detection. 4e6 Kilbridge et al 7 constructed an expert system with a rule-based computer program to monitor pediatric patients, exploring the demographic, encounter, laboratory, and pharmacy data to identify possible ADEs. Honigman et al 8 used computerized data including diagnosis codes, allergy rules, event monitoring rules, and text searching to detect ADEs in outpatients. Visweswaran et al 9 investigated four naive Bayes models to identify whether discharge summaries are related to ADEs. Chen et al 10 used an association rule mining technique against tabular-format pregnancy data to derive diverse cases of multiple drug exposure that might induce side effects. Melton and Hripcsak 11 investigated the automated detection of adverse events through computer query on the coded data generated by natural language processing (NLP). 12 Generally, ADE studies have placed an emphasis on computerized surveillance that monitors laboratory and pharmacy data to detect patient injury. Many cases of adverse event detection simply use numeric or coded data that are derived from various sources of the structured part of patient records. 11 However, a substantial amount of valuable information resides in unstructured clinical narratives that require the use of advanced techniques when extracting the information for clinical research. NLP techniques coupled with rule based and/or machine learning (ML) techniques have been shown to be effective at processing clinical free texts for text analysis and relationship extraction. 13 14 In this manuscript we study the application of these techniques to the task of the automated extraction of drug side effects from clinical narratives in the electronic medical records of Mayo Clinic.
We developed a rule-based method using NLP techniques for discovering the relationship between drugs prescribed to psychiatry and psychology patients and their physician-asserted side effects. Separately, we implemented a method that combines both rule based and ML techniques for the extraction of sentences that might possibly include side effects and drugs. This approach was used to discover as many side effect occurrences as possible in clinical notes.
DATA
We used 237 clinical notes from patients in the psychiatry and psychology department at Mayo Clinic. They were manually reviewed by a medical < Additional appendices are published online only. To view these files please visit the journal online (www.jamia.org/ content/18/Suppl_1.toc).
expert and annotated for the side effects and the causative drugs. There are 335 pairs of side effects and the drugs that caused them (including 37 pairs that spanned two sentences). One side effect is associated with one causative drug in each pair. The longest adjective or noun phrase is marked as the side effect. The system used two-thirds of randomly selected notes for the training set (260 side effect and drug pairs) and the remaining third of the notes for the test (75 side effect and drug pairs).
METHODS
Our system was implemented in a version of the clinical Text Analysis and Knowledge Extraction System (cTAKES). 15 16 cTAKES is an open-source, comprehensive NLP system developed specifically for the clinical domain. It is built within the Apache Unstructured Information Management Architecture framework 17 which provides an efficient way to add new components such as the side effect annotator described in this paper. Variations of cTAKES have been applied to a number of use cases. 18e22 Figure 1 shows the annotation flow of our side effect pipeline. All components except for the Side Effect annotator are standard cTAKES components described in Savova et al. 15 16 The Tokenizer finds token boundaries, and the Sentence Detection annotator discovers end of sentences. The Normalization annotator provides one form for the various morphological variants of the same root. POS tagger assigns tags to each word, such as noun, verb, adjective, etc. The Chunker annotator combines tokens into phrases such as noun phrases or verb phrases. The Lookup Window annotator sets the spans, for example, noun phrase, which will be passed to the Named Entity (NE) Detection module to discover clinical concepts and map them to a set of dictionaries (SNOMED-CT, 
Rule-based side effect extraction
We considered any NE of signs/symptoms and disorders/diseases type a potential side effect (PSE). If more than one overlapping NE was found within the same text string, then the longest (ie, the most specific) NE was selected as a PSE. Once we compiled all PSEs, a variety of rules were used to identify certain patterns that establish the UMLS semantic network causes relationship between the NE and drug occurrence. If a causes relationship was asserted, then the signs/symptoms or diseases/disorders mention became a side effect. The pattern matching rules were created manually using regular expression by examining actual patterns of the side effect expression in the training set.
For each PSE, we examined the surrounding text within a given text range (window). The window was defined as one or two sentences that contain both a PSE and a drug. If the PSE sentence (ie, the sentence that contains a PSE) contained a drug, then the window was set as this sentence. If not, the preceding sentence within the same paragraph was examined. If the preceding sentence contained a drug, then the window was set as both the PSE sentence and the preceding sentence. The pattern matching rules were then applied to identify the side effect and the causative drug pairs. The pseudo-code of side effect extraction rules is described in box 1.
Rules were prioritized based on their precision on the training data. The precision of each rule was determined by applying only a given rule on the training data and computing its precision. Specifically, the highest precision rule was applied first. If it did not find a match, then the next highest precision rule was applied. The process was iterated until either a match was found or all rules were exhausted. The detailed description for each rule follows. Of note, the rules described below are prioritized by their precision except for isInParenthesis and isInDictionary. These two rules were intended to be used as complementary to the core pattern matching rules.
In the following rule description, + means one or more entity, -means any string except PSE or drug, and *** means any string. Examples of each rule can be found in appendix A in the online supplementary materials.
isInAllergySection
If PSE is within the Medication subsection under the allergy section, extract PSE and a corresponding drug if they occur in the same sentence. 
Box 1 Pseudo code of side effect extraction
Identify all PSEs and drugs in a note < For each non-negated PSE* -If PSE sentence contains drug, set window this sentence -Else if one previous sentence contains drug, set window PSE+previous sentence -Else skip this PSE -Apply a pattern matching rule in order of reliability If match found, extract PSE and drug Else apply next rule -If no match found, use drug side effect dictionaryy to find match *For detailed negation algorithm see Savova et al. 15 ySee item 12 in the list in the Rule-based side effect extraction section for details on isInDictionary. PSE, potential side effect. If a patient has some PSE after taking a drug, this PSE might be a side effect of this drug.
isInParenthesis
Some side effects appear within parentheses right after the drug is mentioned. If the word 'made' or 'got' is within parentheses along with PSE, we extract this PSE as a side effect. 12. isInDictionary Some side effects might appear with an indication word or phrase that is not covered by our pattern matching rules, or they might be expressed in an indirect way without a clear indication word or phrase, which makes it difficult for pattern matching rules to identify them. A dictionary of drug and side effect pairs could be utilized to catch those hard cases. Our psychiatry and psychology department has a list of 44 drugs that are commonly used in practice. We manually built a dictionary of those drugs and their side effects by compiling side effects from an online drug information resource (http://www.drugs.com/). However, it should be noted that this list is a small subset of all drugs in this study. Interestingly, some drugs have paradoxical reactionsdthat is, drug treatment has the opposite response which would usually be expected. For example, 'diazepam' is used for the management of anxiety disorder. However, 'anxiety' is also listed as an adverse reaction of this drug (source: MICRO-MEDEX). This situation can potentially cause false positive side effect extraction when using the dictionary lookup method. Therefore, we manually removed those cases from our dictionary to avoid potential false positive side effects. If the drug and PSE within the window are in the side effect dictionary, the system extracts them. Note that this dictionary lookup is only applied if all previous pattern matching rules do not find any matches.
Side effect sentence extraction using machine learning and rules
This task is to extract sentences that contain a side effect and its causative drug (we call it simply the 'side effect sentence'). Note that the term sentence denotes the window in box 1. A human expert can further examine those sentences to validate the drugeside effects pairs. This semi-automatic procedure focuses on extracting a higher number of side effect occurrences to discover as many pairs as possible in clinical notes.
In the real world, not all side effect expressions fit into predefined patterns in our rules. Since ML techniques are commonly used for discovering hidden patterns, we used ML to refine the performance of automatic side effect sentence extraction. For this task, first we extracted all sentences that contain side effects and drugs found by our previous pattern matching rules. Second, expert judgments on the automatically extracted PSE sentences (defined in box 1) were used to train and test a C4.5 classifier from the Weka ML package, 29 independently from the first step. Finally, the union of the results from ML and rule based techniques was considered as our final set of side effect sentences. The allergy section was not considered for ML side effect sentence classification because it can be easily handled by a rule.
The features used in the C4.5 classifier consist of (1) the presence or absence of explicit side effect keywords (see SideEffect Word in table I of appendix B in the online supplementary materials) and (2) the locations of the other keywords. The keywords were manually selected. The location features are the pre-defined location keywords within the side effect sentence (see table II of appendix B in the online supplementary materials). Similar keywords are grouped together into a set of metakeywords. Each meta-keyword becomes an element of a C4.5 feature vectordthat is, the C4.5 classifier uses 21 dimensional feature vectors, in which each element represents the presence/ absence of SideEffectWord and the location of the other metakeywords. In this task, a large portion of data consists of nonside effect sentences (the training set has 190 side effect sentences and 1389 non-side effect sentences; the test set has 63 side effect sentences and 552 non-side effect sentences). This unbalanced data could result in a relatively lower accuracy on a minority class (ie, side effect sentences), although overall accuracy would not deteriorate significantly. To handle this problem, a number of approaches have been studied. 30e32 In this paper, we used the up-sampling technique to balance examples between the majority and minority classes.
Evaluation metrics
We used standard metrics to evaluate system performance for the discovery of side effects/drug pairs and sentences containing them:
True positives represent cases in which the side effect and causative drug extracted by the system match the gold standard pair. Both exact and partial matches were used for evaluation. Exact matches are those cases where the offsets of the system outputs are exactly the same as those of the gold standard. Partial matches are the cases where there is an overlapped offset between the system output and the gold standard. For example, the side effects 'marked insomnia' in the gold standard and 'insomnia' from the system are considered a partial match but not an exact match. Exact matches are a subset of partial matches. In this paper, we emphasized partial match results because they still capture a main concept when the side effect is associated with a descriptive word. Figure 2 shows a simple example of a drug side effect extracted by the system along with its attributes.
RESULTS
Rule-based side effect extraction Table 1 shows evaluation results as obtained on the test set. Results are differentiated by the inclusion of the side effects found in the allergy section. The system produced a partial match F score of 0.799 when the allergy section was included and 0.554 when the allergy section was excluded. We attribute this to the fact that side effects other than those mentioned in the allergy section are much more difficult to identify. As expected, the exact match F score was lower than the partial match F score. In general, recall is higher than precision.
Some side effects in clinical narratives were described indirectly without clear indication words (see examples of isInDictionary, appendix A in the online supplementary materials). Context understanding is necessary to properly catch those side effects. Because of that, pattern matching rules fail to recognize these hard cases, which results in false negatives.
Side effect sentence extraction using machine learning and rules
Our baseline simply extracts all sentences containing PSE and drug pairs. Table 2 shows the baseline results. As expected, recall was high but precision was very low because we merely extracted side effect sentence candidates without any filtering process. Table 3 shows the evaluation results of our methods on the test set which produced much higher F scores although recalls were lower than those of the baseline. In table 3, the 'Rules' column contains the results of using only a rule-based method, and the column marked 'Rules+C4.5' is the hybrid method combining rules and C4.5. Both recall and SE_recall in the hybrid approach were higher than those of the rule-based method at the expense of precision. Of note, our focus was on achieving a high recall of side effect occurrences with tolerable precision. SE_recall results (0.893 and 0.861) were higher than the partial match recall results presented in table 1 (0.827 and 0.639).
DISCUSSION
Some side effect mentions in the gold standard include modifiers, for example, in 'marked insomnia' there is a severity modifier 'marked' describing the main clinical concept of 'insomnia.' The current system does not discover associated severity modifiers, which led to a relatively lower exact match recall as compared to the partial match recall.
A dictionary lookup was helpful to find indirect side effect mentions. However, it searches for matches without examining particular patterns, which resulted in false positives. For example, 'She has noted some upset stomach with Cymbalta. If the upset stomach continues, she can discuss with her primarycare provider whether to go back on Prozac.' Upset stomach was falsely extracted as Prozac's side effect. Cases like that require deeper semantic processing of the text such as flagging hypothetical constructions.
Many false positive cases occurred in sentences containing multiple drugs and PSEs (17 out of 19 false positives). Some false positives occurred when a two-sentence window was used (7 cases: most overlapped with the previous 17 cases). For example, 'He discontinued Antabuse before drinking alcohol. In July 1995 he did attempt to attend treatment at hospital, and was dismissed due to depression.' Depression was falsely extracted as the side effect of Antabuse. This again draws attention to the need for more sophisticated semantic processing techniques aiming at abstracting the meaning of the text through semantic role labeling as well as temporal reasoning 34 to distinguish different event occurrences.
There are several main sources for the false negatives cases. The first one is that the drug and/or side effect was not recognized as an NE by the system (7 out of 13 false negatives) such as these side effects: could not sleep well, knocked him for a loop. The second one stems from indirect expression of side effects (2 cases). The third reason lies in incorrect negation (2 cases). For example, in the sentence, 'She tolerated the switch well and did not complain of any side-effects other than fatigue,' the side effect indication 'side-effects' was negated and caused it to miss the actual side effect 'fatigue.' The last error source is due to co-referenced drugs. For example, 'He took Paxil from November 2005 to February 2006. He reported sluggish with this medication and stopped it,' where this medication and it refer to Paxil. Our system does not have a co-reference resolution module, thus the side effect 'sluggish' was not extracted.
In this paper, side effect sentence classification focused on extracting as many sentences as possible that may contain side effects and their causative drugs despite some loss of precision. Therefore, the system could cover more side effect mentions and enable a human expert to extract them with less effort than by simply reviewing the clinical notes in full. An ML approach using C4.5 leveraged the performance of side effect sentence classification. Our system was able to extract most side effect sentences. The main error sources were: (1) side effect is a descriptive phrase such as make his compulsions worse, sensation of kidneys hurting, and (2) incorrect segmentation of sentences that contain side effect and drugs.
Some potential ways to improve the system in the future have been observed. A flexible window that utilizes syntactic or semantic information might increase the accuracy of side effect extraction. Applying co-reference resolution could increase recall of side effects. To extract more informative side effects, the system needs to extract the associated modifiers and qualifiers with those named entities. Deeper semantic processing of the text is needed to distinguish between a broad set of relationships such as the UMLS semantic network relationships of causes, indicates, treats, and manages. Another crucial feature is temporal relation discovery, in particular the after relationship between administered medication and signs/symptoms and diseases/ disorders. We believe that using temporal information could increase the precision of side effect extraction.
LIMITATIONS
The side effect extraction presented in this study was specifically applied to the domain of psychiatry. Our approach needs to be broadly tested against a variety of domains. For other domains which use a different style of side effect descriptions in their clinical notes, it might be necessary to adjust pattern matching rules to properly extract side effects. Our system extracts clearly defined side effects and causative drugs with limited indication words and patterns. Thus, a complicated or indirect description of side effect might not be identified by the system. A relatively a small corpus was used; a larger corpus would be beneficial to make the system more robust.
CONCLUSION
We investigated techniques to extract drug side effects from the clinical text building on an existing comprehensive clinical NLP system, cTAKES. Pattern matching rules were able to extract clearly expressed side effects. However, more sophisticated semantic processing is required to handle complex side effect descriptions. Side effect sentence extraction relaxed the requirement for finding side effects and discovered more occurrences of them at the expense of precision. This latter approach is feasible for a semi-automated paradigm which requires human validation for the extraction of individual side effects and the causing drugs. The Side Effects module will be released as an 
